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Pixar’s emotion-inspiring adventures and characters make a reality of magical fantasy come to life in
a way that is both real and wondrous. Realms of Dream depicts life of a con artist named Steven

Copper and his life after several years of prison. Steven finds himself in new city, which has a new
world - the outside. Steven starts by going to the tailor and being fitted for a brown suit. Steven soon

ends up in a high-speed chase, where he had just robbed a bank. Since everything went wrong,
Steven is sentenced to life in prison. Steven had the belief that he would be released one day.

However, he couldn’t forget about the fact that the nightmare never ends... Steven in the prison life
finds himself in the midst of a mystery, where he is led by a blood on the wall. The Blood on the Wall
pattern can be found in different levels of the game, and you can choose to find any of them at your
liking. This shows the difference between your real life and your dream. After his first night in prison,

Steven needs to wake up fast to earn 5,000 dollars. So, he takes an offer from a “Mr. Jack” at the
prison to go to the old town on the other side of the prison walls. Things are not as clear as they

seem to be. Steven arrives to the old town, where he meets with a lady named Mona. Mona believes
that Steven is a con artist by day, but a detective at night. Steven is a con artist, but when he is hit

by a thief named Kazu, he starts to investigate. More and more con jobs are involved in his life,
which he accepts to avoid from worse consequences. Eventually, he finds out that he was about to
kill a witness in his bank case. After realizing what he did, he decides to quit the con game. At the

same time, Steven sees an eagle, which is similar to the one he found in the old town. On the other
hand, he is influenced by the eagle to help Kazu. Steven stays in the prison for two years, and he
starts to teach himself how to create games. He also finds that Kazu managed to escape from jail.
Meanwhile, Steven begins to investigate Kazu’s case. Steven finds a high-tech costume in Kazu’s

house. He finds out that Kazu is a high
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Features Key:
Multi lanes: lane is so

convenient for kids to play more easily.
(Play it alone or share it with friends now!)

Ping: adjust the Ping
feather (which means longer time of the

game) and the result will be a higher
score
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Mafia Modes: The mafia mode will help
each kid to do gang wars in the

game.
Automatic score: You can get the

automatic score for
6 mins.

Fastest mode: The fastest mode
will let each kid to take a run in

the game like a jockey.
Leaderboard: The leaderboard of each

kid can be set to
have a 2 P, 3 P, etc.

 

Package Included:
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2 customers reviews 
5 positive rating
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